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Abstract. Knowledge graphs are established as a powerful way to represent het-
erogeneous knowledge in a unified model, providing an integrated view over data
coming from different domains. They are the back-end of data fabrics helping busi-
nesses make sense of their data and they enable complex, holistic, reasoning via
graph machine learning. However the creation of a KG and its use are typically ap-
proached as two disconnected tasks even if the use-cases informs the design of an
ontology. In this position paper we highlight some of the challenges created by this
split view approach. We further discuss how this impairs working towards Hybrid
Intelligence and propose an alternative architecture based on several operational
components. We argue this set of components can together enable the interactive
exchange of ideas between human and machines around a shared data model.
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Introduction

With the progress of Artificial Intelligence (AI) came the discussion about whether some
day it will replace all human activities. It is now becoming apparent that even if AI
has its own strength Human have their own too. We are heading more towards a future
combining each other strength in order to achieve a common goal [1,2]. The point can
further be made that machines aiming at making sense of human specific traits, such as
the appreciation of aesthetics, require crucially depends on the presence of humans in
the loop to work [3].

In this context, Knowledge Graphs emerge as a flexible data representation tech-
nology capable of connecting together heterogeneous data in a unified semantically rich
model [4]. This graph can further be directly used by machine learning approaches to
support reasoning [5]. However we observe that the work done around Knowledge Graph
typically considers the tasks of creating and putting a KG into use as two separate fo-
cus points. We further argue that in order to support creating a Collaborative, Adaptive,
Responsible and Explainable AI research agenda [1] there is a need for a tighter inte-
gration between components in charge of the usage of the graph and those related to its
evolution. Our main contributions are:

• A list of shortcomings and challenges when creating Knowledge Graphs and Use-
cases on top of them for a human-machine collective intelligence case;
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• An example use-case to ground our discussion;
• A proposal for a high level architecture for a different kind of KG pipeline en-

abling more collaboration.

For the remainder of this paper we introduce the use-case in Section 2 and the spe-
cific challenges this raises (Section 3). We finally conclude on future work after having
presented a high level architecture in Section 4.

1. KGs in support of Human-Machine collaboration

Knowledge Graphs are a flexible data representation technology capable of connecting
together heterogeneous data in a unified semantically rich model [4]. This graph can be
used directly to provide a ”360 view” over data silos in a business context, or constitute
the data layer for machine learning algorithms - thereby replacing feature tables used by
other machine learning techniques [5]. Several architectures and approaches have been
proposed to construct and care for this knowledge graph [6]. Some of the latest advances
have recently been discussed in a dedicated workshop [7] which covered, among other
topics, the application of graph embedding techniques to support the creation and cura-
tion of the graph. This kind of tooling could be of use to Knowledge Scientists [8] in
their goal of delivering clean integrated data for use by a set of stake holders.

Next to this, several architectures are being considered to make use of that graph in
combination with other forms of machine learning. The success of connectionist models
over the past couple of years lead to a particular focus on Neurosymbolic computing
combining these models with Knowledge Graphs but symbolic-subsymbolic integration
is a larger topic [9]. The graph embedding approach mentioned above is one of those
which could be approached via Neurosymbolic computing. A neural network is used to
turn the graph into a vector space which is then used for reasoning. This enables usage
going beyond querying the graph and reasoning over it with rules.

Connecting the two, the usage of knowledge graphs will see a number of human
interventions to design the content of the graph and its usage. The evolution of the graph
is also a matter of human-in-the-loop processes [10,8,11] to progressively enrich it along
with the consideration of new usages and the tuning of existing ones. Figure 1 is an
attempt at representing this interplay between these components and stake holders.

According to Dellermann et al. [2] a Hybrid Intelligence usage scenario would ex-
hibit some key Collaboration, Superior Results and Continuous Learning behaviours.
This means a greater amount of joint work between the Human and the Machine to tackle
a challenge together and with better results than when working alone. Mutual teaching
is also key as the Machine need to benefit from the collaboration as the Human will.
However the Human-In-The-Loop (HITL) aspects of the approach depicted in Figure 1
may hinder this as this learning will be mediated by another Human. Beyond collabora-
tion, Akata et al. [1] add Explainability, Responsibility and Adaptability on the research
agenda for Hybrid Intelligence. We in particular highlight here the potential limitation
these HITL aspects bring to adaptation. The system designed following an approach as
depicted in Figure 1 will have difficulties adapting to new needs from the user without
Humans mediating this adaptation.

We propose to consider in a more integrated way the creation and the usage of a
Knowledge Graph in order to support a Hybrid Intelligence. To further support this po-



Figure 1. State of the art approaches to making and using a Knowledge Graph in a AI context rely on two
distinctive parts besides the use-case interface. Human are in the loop and collectively can improve on the
overall, end-to-end, pipeline.

sition we introduce a specific use-case scenario of collaborative diagnosis for the medi-
cal domain. The proposed approach is however not limited to health care, we are in fact
deploying the same building blocks to support consulting activities around the topic of
Industry X.0.

2. Use-case: Consultation Support

We will illustrate this position with an applied use-case in healthcare. In this domain,
AI, mainly thank to its machine learning capabilities, is poised to revolutionise our un-
derstanding of the human body and support a range of medical processes with valuable
insights. Knowledge Graph can in particular support the process of creating multi-omics
data sets. This term denotes the combination of several population level data sets (e.g.
DisGenet 2, PubChem 3) together with patient level data sets (e.g. Synthea4) in a unified
data model. As all these data sets have a distinct focus (organs, genes, proteins, ...) their
combination unlocks a more global understanding of the human body and potentially
contributes to a better diagnosis. This kind of graph has been successfully applied, for
example, to cluster patients based on a shared medical history contextualised with other
data sets [12].

For our use-case we will focus on diagnosis as studied by Richens et al. [13]. They
formally define the problem as ”The identification of the diseases that are most likely to
be causing the patient’s symptoms, given their medical history”. Whereas their work fo-
cus on using causal reasoning to tackle this challenge we will consider a link prediction
task with a graph embedding model. Furthermore, placing ourselves in a Hybrid Intelli-
gence perspective, we will consider the link prediction task being equally performed by
Human and Machine operators. Both parties will be expected to contribute to the dis-
cussion with justified propositions. They will also be considered to each have a specific
expertise complementing that of the other actor, and creating a collective opportunity to
learn from each other.

2https://www.disgenet.org/, Last visited March 9th 2022
3https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/, Last visited March 9th 2022
4https://synthetichealth.github.io/synthea/, Last visited March 9th 2022
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Considering this definition Figure 2 represents an overview of main components for
this use-case. We will consider a simplified view of one human doctor working with
one machine, each having their own knowledge and expertise depicted as a Knowledge
Graph. Multi-omics raw data is provided as an input to the human+machine team which
collaboratively produces a set of Disease-Symptom links as an output. During this pro-
cess we aim at seeing the human and the machine debate associations and learn from
each other.

Figure 2. The consultation support use-case generates Disease-Symptom as an output, leveraging multi-omics
data as an input. In the middle we find a team made of one human and one machine collaborate to compose the
set of links. While doing so they each leverage and improve a personal knowledge base summing up their own
expertise and experience. In order to highlight the equal role of both parties the same icon is used with an ”H”
annotation for the Human intelligence and a ”M” for its Machine team mate

Both the human and machine parties are expected to contribute to the task to an
equal level and exhibit a shared set of behaviour. These expectations can be summarised
as follows:

• Contribute to the refinement of the content of the hypothesis set;
• Learn from the other actor in order to become better at the task over time;
• Explain and argument the propositions made;
• Be mindful of the conclusions made to avoid disclosing potentially sensitive data.

In the next section we go other how these expectation map into the process of creat-
ing and using a Knowledge Graph as represented in Figure 1. We in particular highlight
the specific challenges we identify from this kind of pipeline.

3. Implementation challenges

We hereafter consider the implementation of the use case introduced in Section 2 in the
light of the design approach depicted in Figure 1.

The problem consists in assembling a multi-omics dataset and executing a link pre-
diction task. Considering an ontology introducing the specific concepts of Disease and
Symptom that prediction task will consist in linking a set of identified Symptom nodes
to a set of Disease nodes. This can be implemented using tools such as the Enterprise
Knowledge Graph platform Stardog 5 and the graph machine learning library Ampli-
graph [14]. Explanations for the links could be provided as information about the impor-
tance of specific other edges in the graph for the prediction [15].

5https://www.stardog.com/, Last visited March 11th 2022
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Paraphrasing the research agenda for Hybrid Intelligence system proposed in [1]
we can define 4 set of target behaviour for the assembled system:

• Collaboration: the system works in synergy with humans;
• Adaptation: the system adapt to the humans and their environment;
• Responsibility: the system will behave ethically and responsibly;
• Explanability: the system will share its awareness, goals and strategy.

We can then study for each of those 4 points how an approach based on constructing
a graph, shipping it to a link prediction module, and providing users with a ranked list of
suggestion could be challenged by these objectives.

Collaboration requires providing suggestion for links as well as receiving some. Instead
of being a one-off output the link prediction task will have to be placed in an
iterative context of way and back propositions between different parties discussing
it. There is thus a need for a feedback loop between reasoning and the validation
of each hypothesis, or subset thereof.

Adaptation to the work context requires being able to contextualise the graph to a par-
ticular patient. Humans will be expected to switch from working one patient case
to another one and the machine should adapt to that. There are also parts of the
discussion which may require focusing on sub-parts of the graph and require more
external data. For instance, validating a working hypothesis against the most re-
cent research published on BioRxiv6. It can also be expected from the machine to
adapt its understanding of the medical landscape over time as it build up expertise.
This potentially means refining the ontology and/or the data over the course of the
interactions. A process akin to reinforcement learning.

Responsibility towards the data and the insights provided relates to other challenges in
the creation of central Knowledge Graphs containing potentially sensitive infor-
mation [16]. The AI will have to be mindful of not disclosing potentially sensi-
tive information via its link predication or the explanation for them. On the other
hand, as it will collaborate with and adapt to other parties the AI should not take
for granted everything said by everyone. Each piece of incoming information will
have to be parked and scrutinized before it makes it into further reasoning process.

Explanability will be key to the collaboration in order for all the actors to learn from
each other. This means the machine will have to explain its reasoning for each
single link proposed [17] but also for a set of links as a whole; potentially with
a Global Counterfactual Explanation (GCE) [18] approach. Conversely, humans
will do the same and explain their train of thought. That knowledge should then be
considered by the machine for its own further reasoning approach (with a pinch of
salt, as discussed above).

From the above challenges we identify three main aspects a state of the art solution
would miss: the interactive construction and explanation around a set of link predictions;
the acquisition of feedback from the humans about facts and reasoning processes; and,
finally, the progressive validation of this external knowledge based on consensus. In the
next section we revisit Figure 1 and propose with Figure 3 an approach to position these
missing blocks.

6https://www.biorxiv.org/, Last accessed March 11th, 2022
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4. Proposal for an hybrid approach

As outlined above, our target use-case of building an AI working together with Human
doctor to refine a set of diagnosis hypothesis will face several challenges. We argued that
state of the art approach would miss the target on some aspects and highlighted some
major missing components. In Figure 3 we propose a more detailed version of Figure 1
enhanced with those missing building blocks. We also replaced the emphasis on HITL
processes by an emphasis on feedback loops within the system itself.

Figure 3. Overview of the different functional components of the proposed end-to-end pipeline. This is here
depicted from the point of view of the machine having a dialog with the Human but we can expect the alter-
native view to follow the same logical process. What is worth highlighting in this diagram is the presence of
feedback loop and components dedicated to supporting, and benefiting from, the interaction with the human.

The different components serve different purposes along the same topics highlighted
in Figure 1:

Data is managed via a data access layer mapping the raw data into the Knowledge
Graph. This mapping is informed by the ontology which is part of the personal
knowledge of the agent. With this latter component the agent will also keep track
of additional data not found in the input data. All the data goes through a contex-
tualisation layer which sub-sets it to focus on a particular part most relevant to the
current interaction with the Human user;

Reasoning over the data means giving access to the input data via answering queries,
and reasoning over the potential risks of such disclosure. It also means giving ac-
cess to the link prediction task output is provided together with the explanations
for it. The last aspect of reasoning is the validation which will act like a consen-
sus reasoner taking a decision about trusting the external data gathered over time.
These decisions may result in new ground truth for the personal knowledge or new
facts to return to the input data as globally true facts.

Interface with the user is around sharing data and insights as well as gathering feedback.
This feedback is impacting the content of the personal knowledge by means of
additional data and/or refinement of the ontology. Tentatively at first and more
systematically later once the feedback has been validated.



As outlined earlier, Figure 3 keeps this focus on the use-case of consultation support,
with the aim of working together with human medical doctors to refine a set of diagnosis
hypothesis. But we are currently researching and implementing the same pipeline for an
Industry X.0 [19] context. In this non healthcare related context the problem is however
similar: consultants are tasked with figuring out which kind of solution set could tackle
a particular challenge. Industry X.0 is a broad concept covering several aspects of the
digital transformation of industries. Finding the best association set between solutions
and challenges is a matter of a collective effort leveraging different opinion and expertise.

Some parts of this proposed pipeline have already been put in production for busi-
ness solutions [16] and some others have been more formally identified [20,21]

Conclusion

The future of AI is a collaboration between Human and Machine in order to leverage
each other intelligence’s specific strength. In this context Knowledge Graphs can play a
key role as a data integration tool and data model for reasoning We argue that however
approaches such as ontology based data integration and link predication each tackle one
of those two aspect as a distinct focus (creation versus usage of a KG) and propose to
look for opportunities to connect them closer. Furthermore we note that in order to be
adaptive and AI intelligence working in a hybrid context should have a focus on gath-
ering feedback from humans as well as fellow machines, and reason over this feedback.
Our proposal is a high level architecture made of Data, Reasoning and Feedback focused
technical components addressing this opportunity. We more specifically instantiate this
architecture on a particular task of hypothesis set curation and report on early implemen-
tation and research work done for this architecture.
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